MICROFIBER WORKS BETTER
It’s Better!
While “old-fashioned” cotton cleaning tools simply push
around dirt, bacteria and chemicals, microfiber attracts dirt,
absorbs chemicals and reduces bacteria.

It’s Healthier!

When a bacteria culture is taken after cleaning with a
microfiber mop, there can be up to a 99% reduction from
precleaning vs. just a 33% reduction when using regular
cotton mops.

It's Smart!

• Reduce mop costs by 60%: Microfiber mops can be
laundered up to 500 times. Compare that to the 50 times
of regular mops.
• S ave 90-95% per day in product costs: Because of
microfiber's increased efficiency and efficacy, you can
experience water and chemical savings as much as 90-95%
per day, according to the EPA's statistics.
• Lower labor costs by 20% per day: Using microfiber
reduces fatigue while increasing square footage coverage.
Employees also make fewer trips to change water/solution.

Microfiber
Flat Damp Mop System

The flat damp mop pad grabs and holds dirt and grime.
The spaces in the pad allow for large amounts of moisture
to be collected making the pad very absorbent. Available
in 18" and 24" lengths and are packed 12 per case. Use
clip-on flat mop frame or aluminum snap-on frame.
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Microfiber

Cotton Fiber

Microfiber strands are split or “cracked” 10 times which
creates a positive electric charge. The dirt and dust particles
have a negative charge which makes them a perfect match
— one who’s bond is super strong. The extremely fine
microfibers are so small they can get into surface pores
and pull out the smallest of dust particles (microdust).
Conventional mops glide over the surface pushing dust into
the air and leaving microdust in the surface pores which
dulls floor finishes.
This miraculous material is available in several useful cleaning
products including: damp mop pads, dry dust mop pads,
and dust/polishing cloths. Choose from several accessories
including our aluminum mop frames available in 18" and 24"
sizes. The Flexible Dry Duster Tool is also available with an
optional telescoping handle.

Scrubbing Pads

Interwoven lines of scrubbing strips get up tough dirt
and clean grout lines. Available in 18" and 24" lengths
and are packed 12 per case. Use clip-on flat mop frame or
aluminum snap-on frame.
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Microfiber
Cloths

Zephyr’s microfiber cleaning cloths are color coded to aid you
in your specific job needs. All cloths are 16" x 16" and come
packed 12 per case.

Microfiber
Dry Duster
Tools

Microfiber Loop Mops

The performance of microfiber in a loop mop!

Yarn made of technologically advanced, continuous filament
microfiber offers the ultimate in absorbency and significantly
faster drying times. Looped construction along with a standard
5" mesh headband promotes optimum, lint-free cleaning. This
durable material launders exceptionally well. Available in Small,
Medium, and Large sizes to fit your needs.

Metal and foam flexible
construction bends to
fit any surface. Fits small
threaded handle or
our telescoping handle
(up to 70") for hard-toreach areas. Reusable
microfiber dust sleeve can
be washed hundreds of
times.

Microfiber Cloth
Looped End Mop
Heads

The ultimate mop head for
demanding jobs. Knit microfiber
tubes bring the cleaning power
and durability of microfiber
cloth to a looped end mop
head. To top it off, this
mop has a 5" wide mesh
headband. Available in
Medium and Large sizes.

NEW!

Easy Flo™
Bucketless Mop

The new Easy Flo™ Bucketless Mop is the
perfect companion to our microfiber damp
mop heads. Spray chemicals directly on
the floor with the simple squeeze of the
ergonomic palm trigger.
• Can cover up to 3,000 square feet
• 28 oz capacity bottle
• Optional HDPE refill bottle available
• Easy connect and disconnect refill bottle
makes changing chemicals even easier

Aluminum Mop Holders

The unique shape gets into corners and hard-to-reach areas.
Strong reinforced aluminum construction for all types of
microfiber flat mops. Available in 18" and 24" lengths.
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